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Abstract
Purpose The long-term marginal electricity supply mixes of 40 countries were generated and integrated into version 3.4 of the
ecoinvent consequential database. The total electricity production originating from these countries accounts for 77% of the
current global electricity generation. The goal of this article is to provide an overview of the methodology used to calculate
the marginal mixes and to evaluate the influence of key parameters and methodological choices on the results.
Methods The marginal mixes are based on public energy projections from national and international authorities and reflect the
accumulated effect of changes in demand for electricity on the installation and operation of new-generation capacities. These
newly generated marginal mixes are first examined in terms of their compositions and environmental impacts. They are then
compared to several sets of alternative electricity supply mixes calculated using different methodological choices or data sources.
Results and discussion Renewable energy sources (RES) as well as natural gas power plants show the highest growth rates and
usually dominate the marginal mixes. Nevertheless, important variations may exist between the marginal mixes of the different
countries in terms of their technological compositions and environmental impacts. The examination of the modeling choices
reveals substantial variations between the marginal mixes integrated into the ecoinvent consequential database version 3.4 and
marginal mixes generated using alternative modeling options. These different modeling possibilities include changes in the
methodology, temporal parameters, and the underlying energy scenarios. Furthermore, in most of the impact categories, average
(i.e., attributional) mixes cause higher impact scores than marginal mixes due to higher shares of RES in marginal mixes.
Conclusions Accurate and consistent data for electricity supply is integrated into a consequential database providing a strong basis for
the development of consequential Life Cycle Assessments. Themethodology adopted in this version of the database eliminates several
shortcomings from the previous approach which led to unrealistic marginal mixes in several countries. The use of energy scenarios
allows the evolution of the electricity system to be consideredwithin the definition of themarginalmixes. Themodeling choices behind
the electricity marginal mix should be adjusted to the goal and scope of individual studies and their influence on the results evaluated.
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1 Introduction

Electricity supply is a central parameter in the life cycle as-
sessments (LCA) of numerous products and services
(Reinhard et al. 2016; Steubing et al. 2016; Astudillo et al.
2017; Gibon et al. 2017; Cox et al. 2018). In version 3.4 of the
ecoinvent consequential database, electricity contributes on
average 36% of the climate change impact scores of all the
activities covered.1 Power generation will continue to play an

1 Using the IPCC Global Warming Potentials (GWP) characterization factors
with a time horizon of 100 years and the calculation approach detailed inMutel
(2018).
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essential role in LCAwith a growing share of electricity in the
final energy consumption due to trends such as the electrifi-
cation of transport and heating (Bloomberg New Energy
Finance 2016; World Energy Council et al. 2016;
International Energy Agency 2017a). Product life cycles and
supply chains are complex, spanning many countries, with
sometimes very different energy landscapes (Scholten and
Fynes 2017; Howell and Schwab 2018; Wiedmann and
Lenzen 2018). It is therefore essential to provide LCA practi-
tioners with accurate and consistent life cycle inventory (LCI)
data for electricity supply including a broad and detailed geo-
graphical coverage. Consequential life cycle assessment
(CLCA) was designed to quantify the environmental conse-
quences of decisions and is recognized as a key method for
supporting decision-making processes (Finnveden et al. 2009;
Weidema et al. 2009; Menten et al. 2015; Whitefoot and
Skerlos 2016; Brandão et al. 2017; Prox and Curran 2017;
Salou et al. 2018). The ecoinvent center is the only organiza-
tion providing a cross-sectoral consequential LCI database
with a global scope (Wernet et al. 2016). Nevertheless, the
approach adopted to obtain the marginal electricity supply
mixes prior to the ecoinvent database version 3.4 had several
drawbacks leading to inaccurate and unrealistic results. These
results increased the risk of poor decisions and were an obsta-
cle to the realization of CLCAs and the wider adoption of the
methodology (Treyer and Bauer 2016).

Consequential LCI modeling aims to include the electricity
supply sources that can react to a change in demand either by
adjusting the operational level of the short-term marginal sup-
pliers or through the installation of new production capacity
by the long-term marginal suppliers (Astudillo et al. 2017;
Brandão et al. 2017). The choice to integrate short-term mar-
ginal technologies or long-termmarginal technologies in LCA
models is determined by the perspective of the study. The
long-term perspective was prioritized by the ecoinvent center
in its version of the database using the consequential system
model BSubstitution, consequential, long-term^ as, in most
cases, long-term effects dominate the overall outcome of a
decision (Ekvall and Weidema 2004; Weidema et al. 2013;
Brandão et al. 2017). Long-term changes in electricity de-
mand are better represented by mixes of technologies than
by single processes since more than one marginal supplier is
usually affected by demand variations (Mathiesen et al. 2009;
Astudillo et al. 2017). The technology shares of the long-term
marginal electricity supply mix (marginal mix in the rest of the
article) indicate the magnitude at which each generation tech-
nology can adjust to a change in demand. The methodology
and the choice of the data source to identify the marginal
processes in CLCA remain an open debate and there is no
consensus on how to identify long-term marginal electricity
suppliers (Igos et al. 2015; Rajagopal 2017; Cucurachi and
Suh 2017; Yang and Heijungs 2018a; Laurent et al. 2018).
Several approaches have been described in the literature and

three of the most commonly used methodologies are reviewed
in this introduction.

The first approach was adopted in the ecoinvent conse-
quential database version 3.01 to 3.3 (v.3.01 to 3.3) (Treyer
and Bauer 2016). This approach builds upon current, average
supply mixes and excludes all constrained power generation
technologies to generate marginal mixes, thereby including
only the technologies able to react to a change in demand.
The constrained technologies are identified using historical
data from national statistics, literature or expert judgments.
The share of each unconstrained technology in the marginal
mix is then determined by dividing its yearly production vol-
ume by the total combined yearly production from all the
different unconstrained technologies. The key shortcoming
of this approach stems from its reliance on historical data to
identify the constraints and determine the shares, whereas
CLCA evaluates future consequences of a decision requiring
prospective insights (Frischknecht 2016; Pauliuk and
Hertwich 2016; Yang 2016). Furthermore, the calculation of
the shares of the technologies included in the mixes is based
on static average yearly production values which do not give
any indication of the extent to which each generation technol-
ogy capacity can be expanded in response to a change in
demand. This may lead to an overestimate of the role of tech-
nologies operating in the past and to an underestimate of the
role of growing technologies.

A second approach relies on the use of energy system
models or energy simulation tools (Dandres et al. 2017;
Frischknecht 2016; Roux et al. 2017). In this approach, a
base case scenario describing the future electricity produc-
tion of one or several electricity markets is first defined
using the energy modeling tools. Thereafter, a change in
the demand for electricity is introduced into the base case
creating an alternative energy scenario. Finally, the base
case and the alternative scenarios are compared and the
electricity generation technologies that reacted to the
change in demand are considered the marginal technolo-
gies. Energy modeling tools are a good match to CLCA as
they integrate economic, technical and geographical con-
straints, and account for the political agenda as well as the
projected future power demand. In addition to the identifi-
cation of marginal suppliers, they can capture a broad
range of indirect effects that can be included in the conse-
quential system boundary. Nevertheless, an important ob-
stacle to the application of this approach is that it requires
energy system modeling expertise and access to the uti-
lized energy system model to generate and reproduce the
results. Additionally, electricity markets are usually orga-
nized through national strategies and the full cause-effect
chains under consideration in CLCA can span globally
which requires marginal mixes to be segmented per coun-
try and data to be available worldwide (Muñoz et al. 2015).
This is problematic as no prevailing energy modeling tools
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providing data globally at a sufficiently high geographical
resolution currently exist. The spatial scales of energy
models are either too coarse in terms geographical resolu-
tion, with global models composed of vast sub-regions
aggregating several countries, or their geographical cover-
age is too narrow with high-resolution models specific to
one or a limited set of countries. The combination of mul-
tiple energy models is possible in theory but would require
vast amount of resources to gain access and to manipulate
each specific model. It is, therefore, almost inevitable to
that this approach is complemented by alternative methods,
like the ones detailed in this introduction. In the context of
an LCI database such as ecoinvent, where consistency is
one of the key features, this approach is not adequate as it
cannot be applied consistently across all the markets cov-
ered by the database and within a reasonable timeframe.

The third approach is based on trend analysis applied to
energy scenarios (Schmidt et al. 2011; Muñoz 2015; Ghose
et al. 2017; Muñoz et al. 2017; Vandepaer et al. 2018). The
energy scenarios can either be self-generated via energy
system models or equivalent tools or sourced from publicly
available energy projections. In comparison to the second
approach, it is based on the output of energy models which
are often made publicly available and so the manipulation
of energy models is not required. This approach compares
the production of each electricity generation unit in the
year the change in demand for electricity occurs to their
production at a time horizon in the future when the deci-
sion ceases to have an effect. The share of each source in
the marginal mix is then proportional to its respective
growth rates. The third approach is selected for the identi-
fication of marginal mixes integrated into the consequen-
tial system model of the ecoinvent database version 3.4.
(v.3.4). The reason for this choice is that it can be applied
consistently across many electricity markets as long as
projections from energy scenarios are available, and it cap-
tures prospective trends in electricity markets due to the
use of these energy scenarios. Furthermore, it can be easily
reproduced by practitioners to verify the results as well as
to add or to modify market mixes consistently.

In this article, the methodology used to create the long-
term marginal electricity supply mixes of 40 countries, as
integrated into the ecoinvent consequential database v.3.4,
is provided and the associated LCA results of consequen-
tial electricity markets are analyzed. Impacts of the key
parameters and methodological choices on the results are
evaluated. The total electricity production originating from
these countries accounts for 77% of the current global elec-
tricity generation. The marginal mixes are based on public
energy projections from national and international author-
ities and reflect the accumulated effect of changes in de-
mand for electricity on the installation and operation of
new generation capacities.

2 Methodology

This section is split into the following two parts: Firstly, the
methodology and the data collection process used to calculate
the marginal mixes are detailed. Secondly, the general ap-
proach to analyze the resulting marginal mixes and to perform
the comparative analysis of alternative mixes is presented.

2.1 Marginal electricity supply mixes: calculation
and mapping the data sources

The marginal electricity supply mixes calculated in this work
are consistent with the Bsubstitution, consequential, long-
term^ system model used in the consequential version of the
ecoinvent database aiming to reflect long-term consequences
of small-scale2 decisions (Weidema et al. 2013; Wernet et al.
2016). It is assumed that in growing markets, the sources
likely to react to a change in demand are the competitive
generation sources (Weidema et al. 2009). The energy path-
ways of the countries considered in this work either show an
increase or a stabilization in the production of electricity. This
power is produced to match certain forecasted demands.
Hence, the resulting marginal mixes are composed of the
sources with a growing production between the reference year
and the time horizon (Weidema et al. 2009). Nevertheless, it
should be noted that projections contradicting the scenarios
used in this work and pointing towards a possible decline in
demand due to, for example, alternative economic develop-
ment pathways or implementation of stringent energy efficien-
cy measures have been made in several European countries
(Le réseau de transport de l’électricité 2017). If overall de-
mand shrinks rapidly (i.e., at a rate superior to the average rate
of replacement), it is possible that additional demand for elec-
tricity does not initiate the installation of new competitive
units, but postpones the retirement of the least competitive
units (Weidema et al. 2009). This would result in marginal
mixes composed of obsolete generation units with significant-
ly different environmental impacts.

The marginal electricity supply mixes were calculated
using Eq. (1) from (Schmidt et al. 2011; Muñoz 2015).

Si;T ¼ 100⋅
Pi;T−Pi;r

∑n
i Pi;T−Pi;r
� � ð1Þ

Where:

i electricity-producing technology
T the year chosen as the time horizon
r the year chosen as a reference for the time of the decision

2 Small-scale decisions correspond to choices that do not influence the key
parameters defining a market such as volumes, constraints and production
costs and can be assumed to be linearly related to the size of the change
(Weidema et al. 2013)
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P the quantity of electricity generated at time T or r by
technology i

n includes all unconstrained electricity producing
technologies with a growing production at Twith respect
to r

S the share that supplier i contributes to the marginal mix
given a time horizon T

Equation (1) is fed by data from energy projections and
compares the production of electricity from the electricity
generation technologies available in a specific market between
a reference year and a year chosen as the future time horizon.
The reference year corresponds to the year at which the deci-
sion causing a change in electricity demand is taken. In this
work, the year 2015 is used as the reference year as it is the last
year in which actual data on electricity production was report-
ed in the different energy outlooks or in energy statistics. The
time horizon corresponds to the year when the installation of
new capacity caused by a change in electricity demand is
expected to become operational. The year 2030 is selected
as it provides a reasonable time interval to allow these changes
to occur and also for data availability reasons not allowing to
choose a shorter and still relevant time-frame (Weidema 2004;
Consequential-lca 2015a).

2.1.1 Geographical coverage and sources of the energy
scenarios

Public energy projections realized by national or supra-
national authorities are used as a source of data to calculate
the marginal mixes. Public projections generally provide one
reference scenario that follows a business-as-usual market
trend and account only for energy and climate policies
enforced at the time of the modeling. In cases where several
pathways are available in the outlooks, scenarios which are
consistent with this narrative are selected as base case corre-
sponding to the implementation in the ecoinvent database.
The marginal mixes are modeled on the level of political
country boundaries as energy policy is generally determined
at the national level (Muñoz et al. 2015). Energy scenarios
were collected for the following countries: Australia, Brazil,
Canada, Chile, China, India, Japan, Norway, South Africa,
Switzerland, Russia, the USA, and the 28 European Union
member countries (EU-28). In addition to Switzerland, these
countries were selected based on their presence in the EU-28
or the importance of their share in the global electricity pro-
duction. A short description of the different energy scenarios
is provided in Table 1.

As the ecoinvent database requires global coverage of
product-specific markets, a marginal mix for the Rest of the
World (RoW) is used for the remaining countries. The mar-
ginal mix for the RoW market is calculated by subtracting the
global projections from the Bcurrent policies^ scenario from

Table 1 Description of the energy scenarios used to quantify marginal
electricity supply

EU-28: scenarios from the European Union Reference Scenario 2016
published by the European Commission are used to calculate the
marginal electricity supply mixes (European Commission 2016). The
Reference Scenario assumes the continuation of current market trends
and the compliance of Member states to energy and climate policies
enacted in the EU at the end of 2014.

China, India, South-Africa, Japan, Brazil, Russia: the World Energy
Outlook from the year 2016 (WEO 2016) published by the
International Energy Agency serves as a source for data (International
Energy Agency 2016). Projections in this document are realized using
the World Energy Model (International Energy Agency (IEA) 2016).
The Bcurrent policies^ scenarios are used to create marginal supply
mixes. This set of scenarios considers policies that are in place until
mid-2016 and business-as-usual economic trends.

Australia: projections from the electricity network transformation
roadmap 2016 (Graham 2015) are used to generate the marginal elec-
tricity supply mixes. This report is a joint publication prepared by the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (i.e.,
the federal government agency for scientific research in Australia) and
the Energy Networks Association from Australia. The four pathways
provided are ambitious and none of the scenarios corresponds to a
development of the energy system that follows the business-as-usual
(BAU) trend. The Bset and forget^ scenario is used to build the elec-
tricity supply marginal mix for Australia as it is the most conventional
among the four pathways. No other comparable energy scenarios for
Australia could be identified to verify whether this scenario is in the
range of a BAU scenario. Further data collection should be performed
in cases where electricity from Australia plays an important role in the
LCA scores.

Canada: the reference pathway from the report Canada’s Energy Future
2016 published by the National Energy Board is used to build the
electricity supply marginal mix (National Energy Board of Canada
2016). This report considers climate and energy policies in place in
2016 and current trends for the price of oil and gas.

Norway: projections realized jointly by the IEA and the BNordic Energy
Research and Nordic Council of Ministers^ are used to calculate the
electricity supply marginal mixes (Nordic Energy Research and
International Energy Agency 2016). The reference scenario of this
report is the BCarbon-Neutral Scenario^ and is used to calculate the
marginal supplymixes. It is the only scenario from the report for which
market compositions are shared. This scenario implies the implemen-
tation of new policies in other energy sectors and is not fully consistent
with the storylines used in the other energy outlooks. The projections
were compared to other energy scenarios about Norway from less
recent sources where comparable conclusions are reached (Rosenberg
et al. 2015). For example, this report confirms that no thermal power
sources join the electricity mix in 2030 which is the time horizon used
to calculate the marginal mixes.

Switzerland: the study BSwiss Energy Perspectives for Switzerland until
2050^ (i.e., Die Energieperspektiven für die Schweiz bis 2050) is used
as a source of energy scenarios (Prognos 2012). This document was
commissioned by the Swiss Federal Office of Energy in 2012 and
details national energy strategies for Switzerland. Among the different
pathways provided by this document, the scenario Political Measures
C&E variant (i.e., Politische Massnahlmen variante C&E) is used to
determine the marginal electricity supply mix. This scenario is the
closest to the current policies’ scenario given the latest development of
the Swiss energy regulatory framework. Indeed, in May 2017, Swiss
voters accepted the revision of the law on energy approved by the
Swiss parliament in 2016 which aims to reduce energy consumption,
improve energy efficiency, promote renewable energies and gradually
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the World Energy Outlook 2016 (WEO) of the International
Energy Agency (2016) and the sum of the country-specific
scenarios collected during this work. The country-specific
projections are summed together per technology and per year
(e.g., wind onshore in 2020 figures were added together for all
countries for which scenarios were identified). These sums are
then subtracted from the WEO 2016 global projections. This
theoretically provides one aggregated projection for the coun-
tries where scenarios were not available while excluding the
country-specific projections. However, due to inconsistencies
between country-specific scenario and the WEO 2016, the
world projections for few electricity generation technologies
are sometimes less than the sum of the projections per country
for the same technology (e.g., global wind onshore projection
in 2020 might be less than the sum of wind onshore country-
specific projections). This results in negative projection num-
bers for specific technologies in the RoWregion, which are set
to zero in the RoW marginal mix.

The data of the different energy pathways is fed into Eq. (1)
to calculate a preliminary version of the marginal mixes. At
this stage, the marginal mixes still follow the technological
and geographical resolution used in the energy scenarios.
The next two sub-sections describe how the resolution of the
energy scenarios is matched to the resolution used in the
ecoinvent database from a technological and geographical
point of view.

2.1.2 Technology Bmapping^ with ecoinvent

The approach to link electricity generation processes from the
energy scenarios to corresponding LCI datasets in the
ecoinvent database is detailed in this section. Transport and
distribution losses are modeled in a similar fashion to the
approach used in the attributional versions of the database,
as detailed in Treyer and Bauer (2016).

Electricity generation technologies are generally detailed at
a lower technological resolution in public energy scenarios
(i.e., more aggregated) than in the ecoinvent database
(Vandepaer and Gibon 2018). For this reason, the technolog-
ical classification from the energy scenarios must be

disaggregated to correspond to the level of detail used in the
ecoinvent database. In this work, the disaggregation is realized
for wind power, hydropower, and coal-fired sources.

For wind power, the distinction between offshore and onshore
wind exists in the ecoinvent database, but not in the energy
pathways. A disaggregation between both types could only be
performed for the EU-28 Member States due to the lack of in-
formation for the other locations and the time resources allocated
to this project. In the EU-28 countries, projections from Wind
Europe (2015) describing the anticipated electricity production
until 2030 for onshore and offshore wind sources are used to
differentiate the electricity production labeled as wind in the en-
ergy scenarios. Once disaggregated, the LCI dataset BWind,
>3MW turbine, onshore^ is used to represent onshore wind
and BWind, 1-3MW turbine, offshore^ for off-shore wind. In
the non-EU-28 countries, wind power categories are matched
to the onshore wind power dataset.

In the case of hydroelectricity, this source is mostly aggre-
gated under a single technology label in the energy outlooks.
In contrast, four different hydro technologies datasets exist in
the ecoinvent database, namely reservoir alpine region, reser-
voir non-alpine region, reservoir non-alpine region tropical
and run-of-river. In this case, data from Itten et al. (2012),
providing the split between the reservoir and run-of-river
plants for specific regions and countries, and from Treyer
and Bauer (2016) are used to disaggregate the electricity pro-
duction from hydropower.

Regarding coal power, this technology is grouped under a
single label in the energy scenarios whereas there is a distinc-
tion between hard coal and lignite in the ecoinvent database.
For this technology, data from the International Energy
Agency (2017b) providing the distribution of hard coal and
lignite plants are used to differentiate the fuels.

In other cases where there is not sufficient data available to
substantiate any disaggregation or in the cases where technol-
ogies in the energy scenarios and the ecoinvent database are
detailed at a comparable resolution, one technology from an
energy scenario is matched to one technology in the ecoinvent
database (one-to-onematching). Solar categories in the energy
outlooks are matched to slanted-roof installation,
multicrystalline silicon solar photovoltaic (PV) datasets.
Solar PV datasets are also used as a proxy for concentrated
solar power (CSP) as this technology is not modeled in the
ecoinvent database.3 The technologies labeled as bioenergy in
the scenarios are matched to the wood combustion electricity
generation dataset Belectricity production, wood, future.^ This
dataset was created for specific use in the consequential data-
base and consists of an adaptation of the production process
for heat and electricity with wood chips in a state-of-the-art (as
of 2014) co-generation plant with a capacity of 6667 kW. The
efficiency, relevant exchanges, and outputs of the original co-
3 The integration of a CSP dataset will be part of the release of ecoinvent
version 3.5 and the marginal electricity markets will be adapted accordingly.

Table 1 (continued)

phase-out nuclear power (Confédération Suisse 2016).

USA: the reference case projection published in Annual Energy Outlook
2017 from the US Energy Information Administration is used to create
the marginal electricity supply mix (US Energy Information
Administration 2017). This outlook is characterized by the continua-
tion of current energy regulations and economic trends.

Chile: the scenario BEscenario C^ from energy projections published by
the Chilean Ministry of Energy (Ministerio de Energía 2017) are used
to calculate the marginal mix for Chile. This scenario follows the ref-
erence trend in terms of demand, technology development, the price of
renewable energy and externality cost.
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generation dataset were adapted to create a power-only
bioenergy unit.4 The reason for the creation of this substitute
is that there was no widely adopted bioenergy technology
dataset in the ecoinvent database with electricity as determin-
ing product. As explained further in this section, electricity as
a dependent by-product of a multi-output process means that
the electricity generator is considered a constrained technolo-
gy and cannot supply the marginal mix.

Nuclear power categories from the energy pathways are
represented by second-generation nuclear pressure water reac-
tor datasets available in the ecoinvent database. Finally, tech-
nologies that have not reached a commercial scale5 are
matched to the technologies considered to be the closest
equivalent available in the ecoinvent database.Mapping tables
specific to each energy scenario, showing which LCI dataset
or group of datasets corresponds to which generation technol-
ogies from the energy scenario, are available in the first sec-
tion of the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM 1).

2.1.3 Geographical Bmapping^ with ecoinvent

The spatial scale of the ecoinvent database and the energy
pathways are different. In the ecoinvent database, the geo-
graphical subdivisions of the various markets of products
(e.g., electricity markets) must be equivalent across the differ-
ent system models supported by the database. The attribution-
al versions of the database provide the highest geographical
resolution with a total of 169 region- or country-specific elec-
tricity markets and thus determines the resolution of the con-
sequential database. Based on the limited availability of pro-
jections for national future electricity supply, energy scenarios
were collected for 40 countries and serve as a source of data
for the definition of the marginal electricity market mixes of
the 169 regions or countries considered on each version of the
ecoinvent database. The geographical coverage is presented in
Fig. 1.

The mapping of the electricity scenarios to the ecoinvent
electricity markets is performed in three different ways. First,
in 36 of these 40 countries, one country corresponds to one
market in the ecoinvent database and no disaggregation is

required. Second, in country-regions such as China, India,
Canada, and the USA, one national energy scenario per coun-
try was collected and one marginal mix was calculated based
on them. Nevertheless, these countries are divided into sub-
regions (e.g., provinces in Canada, States in the USA) in the
ecoinvent database. In these cases, the single marginal mix
calculated per country is applied to its different sub-regional
markets (i.e., technology shares are equal in each sub-region).
Third, in the remaining countries where no specific marginal
mixes were calculated, the marginal market compositions for
the RoW are applied.

Finally, the location of the generation technologies com-
prising the marginal mixes is determined. The location of the
technologies is equal to the market location when datasets at
the market level are available.6 In cases where no datasets at
the market level are available, global datasets are used.

2.1.4 Comparison of methodologies used in consequential
system models of different ecoinvent versions
for specification of electricity markets

The approach used in the consequential system model of
ecoinvent version 3.01 to 3.3 to determine the marginal elec-
tricity mixes was based on several stages. The first step
consisted of identifying and excluding the generation sources
considered as constrained such as imports, cogeneration units
or electricity generation from peat and oil power plants (see
Table 2: Treyer and Bauer 2016). The identification of the
marginal technologies was then determined by data process-
ing rules implemented in the ecoinvent linking algorithm
(Weidema et al. 2013). These rules specified that the marginal
electricity supply mixes should only include technologies
classified as Bnew^ or Bmodern^ when these were available.
In cases where they were not available, activities with a
Bcurrent^ technology level could supply the marginal mixes.
Nevertheless, processes with Bnew^ or Bmodern^ technology
levels were not systematically modeled in the ecoinvent data-
base. In the case of electricity processes, Bcurrent^ technolo-
gies identified earlier as unconstrained were reclassified as
Bmodern^without further changes. Thus, in practice, activities
corresponding to Bcurrent^ technology level usually supplied
the marginal markets. Once the marginal technologies were
identified, their shares in the marginal mix were determined
by their current annual production volumes.

In the consequential system model of ecoinvent v.3.4,
the linking algorithm is replaced by a so-called Bmarket
override^: electricity markets are determined by the proce-
dure described in the previous section and manually

4 According to Gibon et al. (2017), biopower technologies can generate life
cycle climate change impacts ranging from 28 to 194 kg CO2 eq./MWh. This
compares to an impact score of 37 kg CO2 eq./MWh for the created power
only bio-energy unit. This lower score can be justified using state-of-art tech-
nology for the original dataset and the fact that the work of Gibon and col-
leagues contains other fuels than wood leading to higher emissions. The share
of bio-energy in the largest electricitymarkets is minor: 0% in China, 0% in the
USA, 0% in India, 3.4% in Russia, 4.3% in Japan, 4.2% in Canada, and 0% in
Germany. Therefore, the use of this substitute was considered as acceptable
until a more adequate dataset becomes available.
5 These technologies play a minor role in the marginal mixes integrated into
the database. Indeed, there is only one occurrence in the case of Australia with
direct injection carbon engines (3%) which is matched to the hard coal dataset.
Other cases which occurred in the sensitivity analysis and the matchings are
detailed in the ESM.

6 In China and India, markets are divided into sub-regions and generation
technologies are further differentiated at the provincial level which is one level
below. The provincial distribution of production volumes of each technology
in the marginal mix is proportional to current production numbers.
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implemented. The share of each technology is based on the
difference in production between the time of decision and
the prospective time horizon, instead of their current pro-
duction volumes. The identification of constraints relies on
the energy system modeling work that is behind every sce-
nario used in this work. Indeed, to create plausible energy
system pathways, these frameworks compiled the techni-
cal, political, and geographical constraints, as well as the
projected future power demand. No additional constraints
are integrated ex-post to avoid interfering with the energy
modeling work and to facilitate traceability.

2.2 Market mix/impact assessment calculations
and comparative analysis

The following analyses are limited to the markets for which
country-specific marginal mixes were calculated and to the
overall RoW market. The individual countries using the
RoW market composition are not assessed. The evaluation
of the markets is performed at the low-voltage level and sub-
regional markets from a country are analyzed as one entity
designated by the name of the country-region since their mar-
ginal mixes are identical.

The marginal mixes are first examined individually with
regard to their technological compositions and environmental

impacts. The environmental impacts of the marginal mixes are
calculated per kWh of net low-voltage electricity supplied
using the Brightway2 LCA software framework (Mutel
2017).

A total of nine midpoints impact categories and one end-
point indicator are assessed:

& Climate change: the IPCC Global Warming Potential
(GWP) characterization factors with a time horizon of
100 years, as implemented by the ecoinvent center
(Stocker et al. 2013; Wernet et al. 2016).

& A set of midpoint categories from the ReCiPe 2008
Midpoint (H) impact assessment method (Goedkoop
et al. 2008). The selection of impact categories is based
on the work by Gibon and colleagues (Gibon et al. 2017)
in their assessment of low-carbon electricity supply op-
tions which are namely: freshwater ecotoxicity, freshwater
eutrophication, human toxicity, metal depletion, particu-
late matter formation, photochemical oxidant formation,
terrestrial acidification, and urban land occupation.

& Finally, the single score method ReCiPe 2008 Endpoint
(H,A) is used to obtain the overall environmental perfor-
mance of the different marginal electricity supply mixes in
a single weighted and normalized indicator (Goedkoop
et al. 2008).

Fig. 1 Geographical coverage of the marginal electricity supply mixes in the consequential system model of ecoinvent v3.4, differentiated between
countries where specific energy projections were used as a source of data and countries where rest of world shares were assumed
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Life cycle impact assessment methods have several limita-
tions such as missing characterization factors for certain sub-
stances, underlying value choices in the models, time and
space aggregation and missing or poorly developed impact
categories (Hauschild et al. 2013; Margni 2016). These short-
comings should be considered when examining and compar-
ing the impact scores of the different marginal mixes as ad-
dressing themmight modify the results and reduce or increase
the difference between them.

These marginal mixes, as currently implemented in the
consequential system model of ecoinvent v3.4 (i.e., as
detailed in Section 2.1 and referred to as the third approach
in the introduction), are then compared to several sets of al-
ternative electricity supply mixes covering the same countries
but calculated using different methodological choices or data
sources. First, comparisons are made with the average mixes
used in the attributional versions of ecoinvent v.3.4. Second,
differences with the marginal mixes implemented in ecoinvent
consequential v3.3 (referred to as the first approach detailed in
the introduction) are highlighted. Third, using the approach
selected in Section 2.1, temporal parameters of Eq. (1) are
changed resulting in two versions of the marginal mixes: (a)
the time-horizon is set to 2020 instead of 2030 and (b) the
time-frame is moved forward in time, using 2030 as the refer-
ence year and 2040 as the time horizon (evaluating the stabil-
ity of the marginal mixes across a different time frame).
Finally, alternative energy scenarios are used to calculate the
marginal mixes and evaluate the influence of the scenarios on
the resulting marginal mixes (i.e., another variation of the
approach from Section 2.1). This last sensitivity test is only
performed for countries where WEO 2016 is used as a source
of data to calculate the marginal mix (i.e., China, India, Brazil,
South Africa, and Russia) since the other scenario sources
generally provide only one pathway. The new energy policy
scenario7 and 450 ppm8 IEA scenario fromWEO 2016 is used
to calculate the marginal electricity mixes instead of the cur-
rent policies scenario (International Energy Agency 2016).
For the third and the fourth comparisons, the Wurst python
package was utilized to integrate alternative electricity mar-
ginal supply mixes in the ecoinvent database (Cox et al. 2018;
Mendoza Beltran et al. 2018). This allows comparisons to be
performed where the alternative mixes are not simply changed
in the foreground, but also in the background of the database.
This results in the creation of separate versions of the database
labeled according to their order in the previous paragraph, as
BEcoinvent consequential v 3.4 (2015-2020)^, BEcoinvent
consequential v 3.4 (2030-2040)^, BEcoinvent consequential

v 3.4 (WEO new policy)^ and BEcoinvent consequential v 3.4
(WEO 450ppm)^, respectively.

Comparative analyses are undertaken in terms of market
compositions and environmental impacts. The comparison of
the technological shares contained in the marginal electricity
markets of ecoinvent consequential v3.4 and the alternative
set of electricity mixes are compared using Eq. (2).

Change ¼ Share technology ið Þ marginal mix

ecoinvent consequential v:3:4−

Share technology ið Þ mix alternative jð Þ

ð2Þ

where:

(i) is the electricity-producing technology
(j) alternative methodological choices or data sources to

calculate the electricity mix
The comparisons of each alternative set of electricity mixes

to the marginal mixes of ecoinvent consequential v3.4 are
represented in Fig. 4 in separate subplots. The different sub-
plots are box plots9 representing the distributions of the results
obtained with Eq. (2). With regard to the environmental im-
pact comparisons, the distributions of the impact results of
each set of electricity mix are compared. These are represented
in Fig. 5 under a boxplot representation where the different
subplots are dedicated to a specific impact category.

Finally, notebook documents produced with the Jupyter
Notebook application are used to detail the workflow behind
the integration of alternative electricity market mixes and the
data analysis processes (Kluyver et al. 2016). The notebooks
are available in the electronic supporting information. They
contain the python computer script used to manipulate
Brightway2 and the Wurst python package and to perform
the impact analysis. The alternative mixes are provided in
the Electronic Supplementary Material contained in the folder
Bdata^ in the compressed file BSI.Notebooks.7z.^ In addition,
as a spillover of this project, the prospective average electric-
ity mixes for the year 2020, 2030, 2040 and 2050 are also
provided. These can be used as a starting point to create a
prospective version of the ecoinvent attributional databases.
The mapping between the energy scenarios and the ecoinvent
database follows the approach presented in the manuscript.

3 Results

The composition and the environmental impacts of the mar-
ginal mixes integrated into the ecoinvent consequential

7 The new policy scenario considers the pledges, intentions and targets an-
nounced by countries even though they might not be endorsed by any law.
8 450 ppm corresponds to the scenario that is necessary to limit the average
global temperature increase in 2100 to 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial
levels.

9 In the different boxplot representations, the bottom and top of the box rep-
resent the first quartiles and third quartiles respectively. The line inside the box
corresponds to the median of the results. The lower limit whiskers correspond
to the minimum and the upper limit whiskers represent the maximum. One key
shortcoming of representing data in boxplots is that they accentuate the im-
portance of the extreme observations of a distribution.
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database v3.4 are detailed in Section 3.1. The marginal mixes
are then compared to several sets of alternative electricity
supply mixes calculated using the different methodological
choices or data sources, as defined in Section 2.2, namely:
the average mixes (i.e., year 2014) part of the ecoinvent attri-
butional database v3.4 in Section 3.2; the marginal mixes from
the ecoinvent consequential database v3.3 in Section 3.3; the
marginal mixes defined with varying time frame B2015–
2020,^ B2030–2040^ in Section 3.4; and finally marginal
mixes varying the underlying energy scenarios in
Section 3.5. In terms of illustration, Fig. 2 shows the compo-
sition of the marginal mixes integrated into ecoinvent conse-
quential v3.4. and Fig. 3 shows the comparison of life-cycle
emissions of CO2 equivalents per kWh (CO2-eq/kWh) for the
different sets of electricity mixes, apart from the set presented
in Section 3.5 limited tomixes usingWEO 2016 as a source of
data. The effects of the methodological and data changes on
the technological composition of the marginal mixes are
displayed in Fig. 4 and on the impact scores in Fig. 5, also

excluding the set detailed in Section 3.5. Finally, in
Section 3.5, Fig. 6 displays the comparison of the composition
marginal mixes from ecoinvent consequential v3.4 to margin-
al electricity supply mixes calculated with the new policy
scenario and the 450 ppm scenario from WEO 2016. The
country codes of the countries represented in the different
figures are available in the ESM (section S.I 6).

3.1 Marginal electricity supply mixes: composition
and impact assessment

The composition of the marginal mixes integrated into the
consequential system model of ecoinvent v3.4 and their envi-
ronmental impacts are examined in this section.

As shown in Fig. 2, the marginal electricity supply mixes
are comprised, on a global average, of 59% from renewable
energy sources (RES), 27% from fossil-based sources and
14% from nuclear power. Among the RES, onshore wind
turbines dominate with an average share of 21% of the total

Fig. 2 Composition of marginal electricity supply mixes ecoinvent consequential v3.4 at the low voltage level per country and for RoW. Numerical
values are available in the electronic supplementary material: BSI. Marginal mixes.xlsx^. *GLO is the mean value of the different marginal mixes
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mix and are followed by solar power with 17%. In terms of
fossil-based energy, the natural gas combined cycle power
plant is the largest marginal electricity source contributing,
on average, 23% of the total mix, followed by electricity from
oil-fired power sources with 3%. The shares of the technolo-
gies in the marginal electricity supply mixes can differ signif-
icantly across different countries. In Denmark, Estonia, Spain,
France, and Norway, RES account for 100% of the mixes.
Fossil-based electricity represents more than 50% of the mar-
ginal electricity mixes in Belgium, Cyprus, Luxemburg,
Malta, Poland, China, and India. Finally, nuclear power ac-
counts for a share of above 90% in Hungary, Lithuania, and
Slovakia and 60% in Japan.

With regard to the climate change category, the average
life-cycle emission factor of the marginal mixes is
0.216 kg CO2-eq/kWh and the median value amounts to
0.158 kg CO2-eq/kWh. As shown in Fig. 3, India has the
highest emission factor with 1.275 kg CO2-eq/kWh. This high
score is mainly caused by the important role of hard coal and
lignite-fired units in the Indian marginal mix, contributing
44% and 14% of the mix, respectively, and the fact that these
power plants have very low conversion efficiencies, today.
Slovakia has the lowest emission factor of 0.019 kg CO2-eq/
kWh. This score is explained by the composition of the

marginal mix of Slovakia where nuclear power accounts for
97%, hydropower for 2% and solar and wind power providing
the remainder. The Chinese marginal electricity supply mix
shows a score of 0.774 kg CO2-eq/kWh. The significant role
of fossil fuel-fired units contributing 54%with hard-coal pow-
er plants accounting for 42% of the total mix largely explains
this score. China has a lower emission factor than India due to
the larger share of nuclear power accounting for 17% of the
total mix in China and 5% for India as well as the use of
lignite-fired power plants as part of India’s marginal mix
which are not used in China. In the USA, the score obtained
is 0.142 kg CO2-eq/kWh. This result stems from the signifi-
cant share of RES representing 81% of the marginal electricity
mix, with natural gas combined cycle power plants covering
the remainder. The emission factor of Germany is similar with
0.136 kg CO2-eq/kWh with a mix composed of 86% RES and
13% combined cycle natural gas power plants. Finally, for
Switzerland, the climate change impact score equals
0.191 kg CO2-eq/kWh due to the 38% share of natural gas
combined cycle power plants, the rest being covered by hydro
sources, contributing 36%, and a mix of wind, solar PV and
bioenergy units.

With regard to the other impact categories, India has the
highest scores in six out of nine of the categories (see results in

Fig. 3 Comparison of results for the climate change impact category
(IPCC 2013, GWP 100a) of marginal electricity supply mix ecoinvent
consequential v3.4, ecoinvent consequential v3.3, ecoinvent attributional
v3.4 (Bcut-off by classification^), ecoinvent consequential v3.4 (2015–

2020) and ecoinvent consequential v3.4 (2030–2040). Numerical values
are available in the electronic supplementary material: BSI. Comparison
environmental impacts of marginal mix.xlsx^. *GLO is the mean value of
the different marginal mixes
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the compositions of marginal electricity supply mixes from ecoinvent consequential v3.4 using eq. (2) to a ecoinvent attributional
v3.4, b ecoinvent consequential v3.3, c ecoinvent consequential v3.4 (2030–2040), and d ecoinvent consequential v3.4 (2015–2020)
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Fig. 5 Comparison environmental impacts marginal electricity supply mix ecoinvent consequential v3.4, ecoinvent consequential v3.3, ecoinvent
attributional v3.4, ecoinvent consequential v3.4 (2030–2040), and ecoinvent consequential v3.4 (2015–2020)
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section S.I.3). This is mostly caused by the substantial contri-
bution hard coal and lignite makes to the Indian marginal mix.
Bulgaria and Germany have the highest score in terms of
freshwater ecotoxicity. In this category, the harmful effects
are caused by the mining processes related to the copper com-
ponents used in solar and wind power which accounts for 83%
of the total Bulgarian mix and 84% of the total German mix.
The German and Bulgarian marginal mixes show the largest
scores in the metal depletion category due to the important
role of solar and onshore wind power, and the resultant con-
sumption of copper and steel. Off-shore wind-power is also an
important contributor but has a smaller impact per kWh due to
a higher capacity factor and a longer lifetime than onshore
turbines. Finally, Chile obtains the highest score in terms of

particulate matter formation due to substantial particulate mat-
ter emissions stemming from hard-coal-fired power plants
due, in turn, to the large proportion of these units that are
currently not equipped with particulate matter filters.

3.2 Comparison of marginal electricity mixes
and average electricity mixes in ecoinvent v.3.4

This section details the comparison of the marginal electricity
mixes integrated into the ecoinvent consequential database
v3.4 to the average mixes contained in the ecoinvent attribu-
tional databases v3.4. The technological compositions of the
alternative electricity mixes are displayed in SI. 2 with

Fig. 6 Comparison of the composition marginal electricity supply mixes
from ecoinvent consequential v3.4 (EIC 34) tomarginal electricity supply
mixes calculated with the new policy scenario and the 450 ppm scenario

from WEO 2016. Numerical values are available in the electronic
supplementary material: BSI. Marginal mixes.xlsx^
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numerical results available in the Electronic Supplementary
Material: BSI. Marginal mixes.xlsx.^

Figure 4a contains the distribution of the results obtained
with Eq. (2) for the comparison of the composition of the
average mix and the marginal mix. A distribution of the results
represented in the positive side of the subplot indicates a tech-
nology with a larger share in the marginal mix than in the
average mix, and vice-versa. As shown in Fig. 4a, the role
of natural gas-fired units, wind onshore, bioenergy, and solar
energy is growing significantly whereas traditional technolo-
gies such as hard coal, hydropower, and oil-fired units are
decreasing in importance. In terms of average shares
(Electronic Supplementary Material, BSI. Marginal
mixes.xlsx^), comparing the averages mixes to the marginal
mixes, natural gas grows from 7 to 23%, wind onshore from 5
to 21%, and solar from 1.5 to 17%. The share of hard coal is
reduced from 14 to 3%, hydropower from 18 to 8%, and oil-
fired units from 7 to 0.3%. The imports and electricity from
cogeneration units are not included in the marginal mix which
explains why their distributions are entirely located on the
negative side of the plot.

Comparisons of the impacts are displayed in Fig. 5 where
each subplot corresponds to an environmental category and
each line shows the distribution of the impacts across a differ-
ent set of electricity supply mixes. The first line in each sub-
plot corresponds to the electricity supply mixes integrated into
ecoinvent consequential v3.4 and the following lines corre-
spond to the mixes calculated using different methodological
choices or data sources as detailed in Section 2.2. Figure 5
shows that the impacts of the marginal mixes are smaller than
the impacts of average mixes in eight out of the ten midpoint
and endpoints indicators assessed. The increased shares of
RES and of natural gas combined cycle plants explain the
tendency towards lower impact scores. The impacts of the
average electricity mix are generally more spread out in com-
parison to the marginal mix. This is due to the extreme value
caused in some categories by harmful fossil-fired units whose
shares are larger in the average mixes.

In terms of climate change, the average electricity mixes
have an average emission factor of 0.472 kg CO2-eq/kWh and
a median value of 0.460 kg CO2-eq/kWh, and the marginal
mixes have an average of 0.216 kg CO2-eq/kWh and a median
of 0.158 kg CO2-eq/kWh. India has the maximum scores for
both the average and the marginal mixes, with emission fac-
tors of 1.640 kg CO2-eq/kWh and 1.275 kg CO2-eq/kWh,
respectively. The biggest difference between average and mar-
ginal mix, in terms of impacts, occurs in Lithuania with an
emission factor of 0.022 kg CO2-eq/kWh for its marginal mix
and of 0.745 kg CO2-eq/kWh for its average mix. The score of
the average mix is mostly due to the 73% share of imports
coming from Belarus and Russia, with both relying on fossil-
fired units for a large share of their mix, and a 12% share
stemming from fossil heat and power co-generation units.

3.3 Comparison marginal electricity mixes ecoinvent
consequential v3.4 and v3.3

The marginal electricity mixes from the consequential system
models of ecoinvent v3.3 and v3.4 are compared in this sec-
tion. The different approaches used in v3.4 and before lead to
differences in terms of market compositions as shown in Fig.
4b. In ecoinvent v3.4, in comparison to v.3.3, the average
share of natural gas grows from 7 to 23%, of wind onshore
from 13 to 21%, and of solar energy 1 to 16%. The average
share of hard-coal-fired units decreases from 16 to 3%, of
hydropower from 32 to 8%, and of nuclear power from 16
to 13%. In version 3.3, the definition of the mixes was largely
guided by the constraint identification step since the ecoinvent
marginal linking algorithm was largely ineffective, as detailed
in Section 2.1.4, and the shares were based on the current
annual production volumes. In some cases, the constraints
moderately influence the composition of the markets and the
resulting marginal mixes were very similar to the average
mixes. For example, in Chile, oil-fired technology, accounting
for less than 10% of the average mix, was the only constrained
electricity sources or, in South Africa, imports were the only
constrained source contributing less than 5% of the average
mix. In other cases, constraints had a large influence on the
market mix definition. In Estonia, peat and oil-fired sources
and imports accounted for almost 80% of the average mix and
were excluded from marginal mixes to the benefit of wind
which represented 82% of the marginal mix despite account-
ing for less than 5% share in the average mix. Similar trends
can be observed in countries such as Russia and Slovenia.

In relation to the impact scores presented in Fig. 5, the
spread was wider for the marginal mixes in v3.3 than for the
marginal mixes in v3.4. For the markets where environmental
constraints (e.g., peat-fired sources were excluded in v3.3)
played a significant role in determining the mix composition,
the impacts tended towards lower scores, that could even be
smaller than their equivalents in v3.4. Nevertheless, the influ-
ence of these constraints was often moderate, resulting in most
cases in marginal mixes in v3.3 very similar to their corre-
sponding average mixes, and obtaining higher scores than
the marginal mixes from v3.4.

3.4 Comparison of different time-frame

Alternate versions of the marginal electricity mixes are calcu-
lated by varying the time parameters used in Eq. (1). Firstly,
the time horizon is reduced to 2020 and secondly, the refer-
ence year and the time horizon are changed to 2030 and 2040,
respectively. The effects of this change on the composition of
markets are displayed in Fig. 4, on the impact scores in Fig. 5,
and on the global warming potential per country in Fig. 3.

In the first case, as shown in Fig. 4c, the average share of
hard coal-fired units grows from 3 to 7% and the share of run-
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of-river power plants from 4 to 7%. The role of solar power
decreases from an average share of 16 to 12%. This leads to a
shift of the impact results’ distribution towards higher scores
in eight out of the ten categories assessed as presented in Fig.
5. In terms of climate change, the average score is increasing
from 0.216 to 0.306 kg CO2-eq/kWh and the median value
from 0.159 to 0.219 kg CO2-eq/kWh. The largest increase
occurs in Hungary with an original score of 0.020 kg CO2-
eq/kWh rising to 0.621 kg CO2-eq/kWh. This increase can be
explained by the large variations of electricity production from
natural gas-fired units between the year 2015 and 2030.
Indeed, Hungarian electricity produced from natural gas is
growing from a production of 3382 GWh/year in 2015 to
9557 GWh/year in 2020 and falls to 2219 GWh/year in
2030 (European Commission 2016). This results in the ab-
sence of natural gas-fired units in the marginal mix when the
time horizon is 2030 and a 90% contribution when it is 2020.

In the second case, the average share of solar power across
the different markets grows from 17 to 65% as shown in Fig.
4d. This change occurs mainly at the expense of wind power
whose average share is shrinking from 21 to 5% and of natural
gas combined cycle units, the contribution of which decreases
from 23 to 16%. As shown in Fig. 5, the spread of the impact
results across the different markets is decreasing for all the
categories due to marginal mixes being uniformly dominated
by solar power. Indeed, solar units have shares in the marginal
mixes that are above 60% in all of the markets, apart from
Croatia where it contributes 35% of the total mix. This does
not lead to large reductions in the impacts as the switch is
achieved with a change from a mix of technologies with mod-
erate impacts. In the climate change category, the average
score is decreasing by 19% from 0.216 to 0.176 kg CO2-eq/
kWh and the median is increasing by 6% from 0.159 to
0.168 kg CO2-eq/kWh.Moreover, the average and the median
impact scores for the metal depletion category increase by
26% and 32% respectively, mostly due to the growth of solar
power. Some slightly negative impact scores are to be men-
tioned in the terrestrial acidification category which are related
to the important role of solar power and an error in the LCI of
one of the components of this technology. There is an incon-
sistency10 in the amount of primary silver used in the upstream
lifecycle of the process Binverter production, 2.5kW ,̂ and the
recycled silver recovered from the generic (i.e., non-specific
to the inverter) waste treatment processes for electronics scrap
used downstream. The use of generic processes for waste re-
covery causes the amount of silver recycled, and substituting a
virgin equivalent, to be greater than the amount of primary
silver involved in the inverter production. Hence, this creates
incorrect negative scores in this category where silver plays an
important role.

3.5 Comparison regarding different scenarios
for the projections

The effect of scenarios on the composition of marginal mixes
is presented in Fig. 6 and the corresponding effects in terms of
environmental impacts in Fig. SI.4.1 (Electronic
Supplementary Material). The current policies’ scenario, used
as a source of data for the update of the mixes in the ecoinvent
database, is the most conservative of the three scenarios avail-
able in the WEO 2016 in terms of decarbonization, with
450 ppm being the most ambitious, and with the new policies
presenting an intermediate outcome.

The changes in the underlying scenario lead to changes in
the composition of the marginal mixes. These changes are in
line with the scenarios, namely the more ambitious the sce-
nario, themore decarbonized the resulting marginal mixes will
be. In Fig. SI.4.1 (Electronic Supplementary Material), in six
out of the ten impact categories, the use of a decarbonized
scenario to define the marginal mix results in lower impacts
per kWh. In the climate change category, the average score of
the six markets with alternative scenarios available decreases
by 78%, from 0.456 kg CO2-eq/kWh in the current policies
scenario to 0.278 kg CO2-eq/kWh in the new policies scenario
and to 0.102 kg CO2-eq/kWh in the 450 ppm scenario. The
median decreases by 61%, following the same order, from
0.275 to 0.126 and to 0.108 kg CO2-eq/kWh. The maximum
difference is observed in India with a decrease of 86% due to
the switch from hard coal to energy sources with lower carbon
intensities. The smallest difference occurs in Brazil with a 5%
reduction, due to an original marginal mix already highly
decarbonized in terms of direct emissions. Regarding metal
depletion, the average scores increase by 19% and the mean
by 24% which can be explained by the growth in metal inten-
sive technologies such as solar and wind power. The largest
increase of the metal depletion score occurs in India with 39%
and the smallest increase occurs in Japan with 1% where the
mix is stable across the scenarios.

4 Limitations

Projections from different energy system modeling families
are used to obtain a large geographical coverage. This comes
at the cost of mixing different and sometimes inconsistent
assumptions and methodological choices made in the various
energy scenarios. The use of consistent storylines across the
scenarios was used as a solution to mitigate this issue as a
single source providing global energy scenarios at a country
level does not yet exist. Another source of inconsistency exists
between the modeling choices from the energy scenarios and
the LCI database. Disaggregation of technological and geo-
graphical classifications is performed as a first step to recon-
cile the LCI data and the energy scenarios. Nevertheless, these10 The ecoinvent center has been informed about this issue
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disaggregations are imperfect and should be improved, as de-
tailed in Section 2.1.2 and in the last three paragraphs of this
section. Moreover, harmonization of the technologies (e.g.,
use of harmonized performance parameters and emissions fac-
tors, and further disaggregation) present in both entities should
be undertaken as a next research step. Furthermore, the use of
current average electricity generation datasets might introduce
an error in the representation of future generation technologies
that will be installed as a result of changes in demand.
Therefore, LCI modeling of future power generation technol-
ogies would be relevant avenues of future work that would
increase the accuracy of the results.

The calculation of the marginal electricity mixes relies on
prospective models which are inherently uncertain and imper-
fect. Several scenarios are based on cost optimization of the
energy system which is not always representative of real-
world decision-making processes (Astudillo et al. 2018;
Vandepaer and Gibon 2018). Moreover, most long-term energy
models have time resolutions which are too low to properly
capture the production from VRES and their increasing role
in the energy sector (Krakowski et al. 2016; Astudillo et al.
2017; Vandepaer and Gibon 2018). Finally, the transparency
and reproducibility of such models are frequently questioned
as they are, in most cases, not open to public scrutiny
(Pfenninger et al. 2014). Therefore, it is relevant to investigate
different pathways and compare different modeling approaches
when building new marginal mixes and evaluating how they
can influence the results. Furthermore, the marginal mixes can
be sensitive to several choices which should be adjusted to the
goal and scope of a specific study. For that purpose, the note-
books provided in the Electronic SupplementaryMaterial allow
LCA researchers to reproduce the workflow necessary to inte-
grate their own marginal electricity mixes at the background
database level, varying the scenarios or other elements involved
in the marginal mixes calculations.

Long-term marginal electricity supply mixes are consid-
ered to provide an aggregated representation of the effects of
short-term changes in demand for electricity (i.e., operational
dynamics) on the installation and generation of new genera-
tion capacities and their generation. Nevertheless, the opera-
tional short-term effects can deviate largely from the long-
term effects and should not be used interchangeably as substi-
tutes (Amor et al. 2014). Furthermore, the relationship be-
tween short-term and long-term effects might become more
complex with the increased penetration of intermittent RES.
The integration of operational dynamics at the scale of an LCI
database is a challenging issue and was not addressed in this
work. In an individual LCA study, LCA practitioners should
evaluate the role of short-term dynamics on their results. The
combination of short-term and long-term effects in a single
LCA model is a possible option and could be captured with
tools such as energy system models in a prospective way or in
a retrospective way using historical data. Finally, CLCA aims

to include all processes reacting to a decision. Nevertheless,
marginal mixes, as they are calculated in this work, do not
incorporate any other effects that may accompany or result
from the changes in the installed capacity. Indeed, other indi-
rect effects such as infrastructure changes caused by increased
VRES or effects resulting from changes in energy prices
caused by the integration of certain types of technologies are
not incorporated in the marginal mixes. CLCA practitioners
should verify the presence of additional indirect effects and
include them within the system boundary when relevant.

It is important to highlight several limitations specific to the
technology mapping step which should be addressed in future
research work or when adequate data become available.
Firstly, the disaggregation of the different technologies is
based on current average market shares which do not capture
the extent to which each technology subset is able to react to a
change in demand. Trend analyses comparable to the work
performed at the scenario level using Eq. (1) should also be
realized for each technology subset. Secondly, additional data
should be collected to disaggregate certain technologies cur-
rently relying on one-to-one matching. This would allow for
possible differences between the technologies currently repre-
sented by the same LCI dataset to be evaluated. For example,
the choice of the BPhotovoltaic, 3kWp slanted-roof installa-
tion, multi-Si, panel, mounted^ dataset to represent all solar
technologies is probably not entirely representative of the im-
pacts of several solar installations regrouped under the single
solar designation in the energy scenarios. Indeed, this solar
LCI dataset represents a reduced size rooftop installation
whereas the solar category contained in the energy scenarios
might also include large-scale installations and thereby misses
possible scaling relationships and the differences with open-
ground installations (Caduff et al. 2011).

Another limitation related to the matching step, with more
substantial impacts on the results, is that electricity imports are
not considered in the composition of the marginal electricity
supply mixes as international electricity trade is not detailed in
the energy scenarios used for this work. Some countries cur-
rently rely on electricity generated outside their borders for a
large share of their supply and are likely to meet additional
demand needs with imports as well. This constitutes a signif-
icant difference with the attributional versions of the ecoinvent
database where imports are part of the markets for electricity.
Combined heat and power (CHP) units are usually excluded
from the marginal electricity mixes as heat is considered as the
determining co-product and electricity the constrained by-
product, hence changes in the demand of electricity do not
lead to the installation of new CHP units (Consequential-lca
2015b). Nevertheless, results from public energy scenarios are
too aggregated to provide a differentiation between CHP
sources and single output sources, and thus it is likely that
electricity production coming from CHP units were not ex-
cluded, in reality.
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Finally, all generation technologies are modeled based on
currently available technologies. Nevertheless, marginal elec-
tricity supply mixes aim to reflect the effect of a change in
demand for electricity today on the installation of generation
capacity that will enter into service at a future time horizon.
Electricity generation technologies that will be operational at
this time horizon might have a better or worse environmental
performance than the currently modeled technologies.
Furthermore, new types of technologies, still at an experimen-
tal level today, are projected to be integrated into the supply
mixes in the future. However, the identification of the techno-
logical composition of the marginal mix was prioritized as it
was assumed to have a greater influence on the life cycle
impact assessment (LCIA) results of the marginal mix than
changes in the generation technologies which should be ad-
dressed at a next research step.

5 Discussion

This study applies a pragmatic methodology, at the scale of a
CLCI background database, providing a compromise between
accuracy and straightforward execution. It would be beneficial
to the field of CLCA to replicate this approach to other sectors
in the ecoinvent database. Extending this work to other areas
should be carefully tested as this method has been sometimes
described in the literature as too simplistic and unable to cap-
ture certain complex dynamics (Mathiesen et al. 2009; Buyle
et al. 2018). Furthermore, it is dependent on the availability of
scenarios describing the future states of each specific sector
which are, in many cases, not available. Nevertheless, addi-
tional promising approaches have been proposed in the liter-
ature to identify marginal suppliers and affected processes that
could be more appropriate. Causal descriptive models were
recommended to identify affected processes in the agricultural
or bio-based sector due to the complex interrelations between
the environmental, social and economic dimension involved
in this field (De Rosa et al. 2016). Furthermore, trade-based
methods are another possible option which has been discussed
in the case of bananas, Portland cement and wood (Pizzol and
Scotti 2017; Sacchi 2018). The identification of the marginal
suppliers and of the affected processes should be tailored to
each sector based on the availability of data and on the forces
that define them.

LCA practitioners and researchers must be aware of the
reality of using a CLCI background database. They should
examine how these aspects affect the result of their study
and perform the required adjustments, as well as ensure that
the assumptions underlying the background database corre-
spond to the goal and scope of their study. Attempts to build
CLCI databases are necessarily imperfect as they aim to cap-
ture all causal connections and interactions involved within
and between the different spheres of human society and

natural systems. Consequential studies and databases have
relied on a large variety11 of external tools to substantiate the
identification of marginal suppliers and affected processes.
These approaches all come with a number of simplifications
given the difficulty of the task at hand (Majeau-Bettez et al.
2018; Vandepaer et al. 2018). For example, economic models,
which are often associated with CLCA and are behind most of
the energy scenarios used in this work, face different short-
comings, including insufficient representation of future tech-
nologies, lack of transparency, difficulty to evaluate uncertain-
ty, reliance on perfect competition assumption and the inabil-
ity to capture certain non-economic elements (Marvuglia et al.
2013; Zamagni 2013; Menten et al. 2015; Wikipedia 2016;
Frischknecht et al. 2017). The consequential system model of
the ecoinvent database was built to reflect long-term conse-
quences of small-scale decisions. The long-term perspective
requires that the technology acting as a marginal supplier is
the one that can adapt their level of production to long-term
changes in demand. In the calculation of the marginal mixes
provided in this work, this has the consequence that they are
dominated by RES and natural gas power and cause smaller
environmental impacts inmost categories than current average
mixes. Therefore, an incorrect use of the database, particularly
in studies with a short-term perspective, might lead to signif-
icant underestimations of the impacts. Moreover, the limita-
tion to small-scale aspects implies that possible feedback on
the market parameters, or on the broader system caused by the
studied changes, are not evaluated (Weidema et al. 2013;
Roux et al. 2017). These effects may influence the dynamics
of the systems under scrutiny and modify marginal technolo-
gies. For example, the results of this work could cause an
increase in the demand for electricity due to the perceived
lower impacts of the marginal mixes requiring the installation
of units from alternative sources. One possible approach cap-
turing large-scale feedback at the case study level is to inte-
grate the relevant changes and interrelations in an energy sys-
tem model or in an integrated assessment model (i.e., detailed
as the second approach in the introduction section).
Substitution, which is used systematically to handle multi-
functionality in CLCA, relies on one-to-one ratios that are
revealed to be inaccurate (Chalmers et al. 2015; Vadenbo
et al. 2017). This issue stems from the linearity assumption
generally applied in the field of LCA and could be lifted with
the introduction of elasticities to characterize the substitution
and supply links between products (Frischknecht et al. 2017;
Yang and Heijungs 2018b). Nevertheless, it remains unclear
how to implement this option at the scale of an LCI database.
CLCI databases involve generalizing patterns in order to

11 As listed in (Vandepaer et al. 2018), examples of these are: statistical/trend
analysis on national statistics; trade data, or market projections; literature re-
view; expert judgment; partial and general equilibrium models; agent model-
ing; game theory; experience curves; technology choice model; trade network
analysis; to causal descriptive models.
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model chains of consequences and provide linking rules ap-
plicable to a broad set of cases. Consequently, these general-
izations are not fully representative of the cause-effect rela-
tions at play in each specific situation. Finally, questions have
been raised about the reproducibility of the consequential sys-
tem model behind the ecoinvent database, as many of the
assumptions used to link the datasets are not available or dif-
ficult to trace back (Boubault et al. 2017).

6 Conclusions

Consistent and accurate data for electricity supply are integrat-
ed into a consequential database providing a strong base for
the development of consequential LCA. The methodology
adopted in this version of the database avoids several short-
comings which existed in the approach used in the previous
releases which led to unrealistic marginal mixes in several
countries. The use of energy scenarios allows for the account-
ing of the evolution of the electricity system in the definition
of the marginal mixes. The replacement of the linking algo-
rithm by a procedure performed outside the database makes
the marginal mixes more transparent and more easily verifi-
able and reproducible by LCA practitioners. Indeed, the meth-
odology employed to calculate the marginal mixes is ex-
plained extensively in this article, with a detailed mapping of
mainstream energy outlooks to the ecoinvent database and the
notebooks specifying the computer scripts behind the manip-
ulation of the different tools being provided. Finally, the key
modeling choices involved in the calculations of the marginal
mixes are assessed and allow an understanding of their influ-
ence on the results.

RES have the highest growth rates of any electricity gen-
eration source and dominate, on average, the marginal mixes.
Despite the general dominance of RES in many of the markets
represented, the comparison results show that there are impor-
tant variations in the technological compositions of the mar-
ginal mixes as well as in their environmental impacts. Markets
with a high share of RES generally have low impact scores in
terms of climate change, whereas they cause large impacts in
the metal depletion category. The comparison of the marginal
mixes from ecoinvent v3.4 and electricity mixes calculated
using alternative modeling choices reveals substantial differ-
ences. In most of the categories, average mixes (i.e., imple-
mented in the attributional version of ecoinvent v3.4) result in
higher impact scores than marginal mixes due to the substan-
tial growth rates of RES. As previously shown by Weidema
(2017), this also demonstrates the importance of properly
selecting between an attributional or the consequential version
of the database, especially given the central role of electricity
in LCA. Furthermore, the changes in the methodology, the
time parameters, and the underlying energy scenarios are all
elements that can also lead to large differences in the results.

The time frame and the scenario should be in line with the goal
and scope of the study, and their influence on the results eval-
uated via sensitivity analyses. The identification of the mar-
ginal processes in CLCA has not yet achieved methodological
consensus. This is a pressing problem that needs to be ad-
dressed to strengthen the role of CLCA in decision making.
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